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Press Release Summary: MiracleFruitWorld.com recently 
opened localized websites, aimed at English, Spanish, Italian 
and German speaking consumers. Miracle Fruit Berry can now 
be purchased in 4 languages using 6 currencies.  

Press Release Body: Miracle Fruit Berry contains a harmless 
glycoprotein which temporarily gently binds to the tongue's taste buds, 
causing bitter and sour foods (such as lemons and limes) consumed 
later to taste sweet. It can also be used to prepare sugar free 
desserts. Miracle Fruit is finally available for sale in 4 languages and 
6 currencies. http://www.miraclefruitworld.com/ recently opened 
localized websites, aimed at English, Spanish, Italian and German 
speaking population. 

Miracle Fruit berries or tablets can be chewed before eating sour fruit 
(grapefruit, rhubarb, lemons, strawberries and similar) or used in 
combination with special recipes to make sugar free desserts. The 
desserts can be made without sugar and artificial sweeteners, pure 
freshly squeezed natural fruit juices are more than enough to make 
any dessert extremely sweet. Besides desserts, Miracle Fruit can also 
be used to prepare sugar free cocktails, 100% natural lemonades and 
other delicious drinks. Innovative chefs like Ian Kleinman of Westin, 



Colorado, are using Miracle Fruit powder and tablets to make 
innovative foods, including Miracle Fruit gum and miracle fruit 
popsicles.  

Miracle Fruit first caught attention of party goers. Numerous Miracle 
Fruit parties have been organized worldwide, some of which received 
wide media coverage in newspapers like New York Times and The 
Guardian. Foods served at a typical Miracle Fruit Party include all 
sorts of citrus fruits, dark chocolate, wine, beer, cocktails, and 
essential fresh strawberries, kiwi and rhubarb. Miracle Fruit can also 
improve the taste after chemotherapy. Results are inconclusive but it 
seems to work in around 50% of all cases. It also has endless 
possibilities as a sugar substitute for diabetes patients. They can 
finally enjoy in desserts without sugar and controversial artificial 
sweeteners, some of which have been rumored to cause health 
problems.  

In Japan, Miracle Fruit tablets have been on sale since 2006. Miracle 
Fruit Café’s, serving sugar free desserts and Miracle Fruit berries 
have become very popular in Japan in the past two years. Tablets are 
of medicinal quality and produced in a pharmaceutical clean room. 
They contain no artificial additives (such as colorants or 
preservatives).  

MiracleFruitWorld just opened Spanish, Italian and German sites, 
making the product available to a much broader public. In the future 
www.MiracleFruitWorld.com wishes to expand its distribution network 
and is looking for individuals, agents and distributors worldwide. A 
constantly updated list of fruits, drinks and recipes is available at 
http://www.miraclefruitworld.com/. 
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